Abstract

Transition to a market-based economic structure in the post-Communist countries of the CEE (Central and Eastern Europe) region since the early 1990s has been accompanied by intense IT-driven technological change. Internationalisation opportunities have emerged for IT sector SMEs (Small and medium sized enterprises) based on the region’s strong possession of technical skills. However, while enhanced SME internationalisation is desirable in policy terms, the current socio-economic transitional context of the region is not compatible with a highly competitive global business environment. While transition has facilitated outward migration, return migrants who acquire social capital abroad and establish businesses upon return home may positively influence entrepreneurship, organisational human capital and SME internationalisation in the CEE region.

This chain of phenomena remains relatively unresearched in a CEE context, hence this article presents an initial attempt to address it. A process-oriented qualitative case study approach is used to compare the experience of three IT sector entrepreneurs in Hungary who previously worked and studied abroad. Primarily, the acquisition of social capital from abroad is crucial for re-configuration of organisational human capital at home in order to drive ‘born-global’ SME internationalisation. This study therefore provides a basis for further empirical investigation of the overall transformative effect of individual return migrant entrepreneurs upon organisational human capital re-configuration and ensuing SME internationalisation. Additionally, policy suggestions are derived for development of international entrepreneur exchange programmes to enhance social capital development and human capital re-configuration in local innovative SME sectors.
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1 Introduction

Central economic planning in the CEE region prior to 1989 resulted in distortion of entrepreneurial activity with state-based entities acting as ‘customers’ leading to distorted competitive practices (Laki 2011). This resembled ‘institutional embeddedness’ whereby entrepreneurs tended not to pursue market-related objectives, which still persists (Welter and Smallbone 2011). Increased integration of the region into the global economy thus provides a complex background for this study. This is addressed by examination of the effects of social capital acquired outside the region by individual return migrants upon local entrepreneurship, organisational human capital re-configuration and SME internationalisation. Furthermore the European Union regards enhanced inter-EU SME internationalisation as a major policy objective (European Commission 2013) providing a current policy focus for this study.

Accession of eight former Communist countries to the European Union (EU) in 20041, led to substantial migration to Western Europe (Felker 2011) where migrants might acquire more globally compatible social and human capital. While return migration has occurred, its effect on new business development in the CEE region is unclear. However it is assumed that return migrants may be better placed to start businesses than local counterparts having absorbed external knowledge, experience and skills crucial for globally focused entrepreneurship. Literature does not reveal extensive empirical research as to how this may be due to previous experience of CEE-based entrepreneurs living or working abroad, thus providing the research focus for this study.

Hungary is geographically, culturally and historically closely integrated with the CEE region and thus acts as a suitable country of research. It contains a notable SME sector largely borne of privatisation and has a strong entrepreneurial tradition, nurtured during the central planning era by adoption of relatively market-oriented economic policies (Major 2008; Sass 2012). Moreover, it possesses relatively high levels of technically-oriented human capital compared with other transitional countries (Földvári and van Leeuwen 2005). However, only 9 per cent of SMEs engage in exporting activities (Szerb and Má rkus 2008) to suggest a limited degree of SME internationalisation. Substantial outmigration has occurred relatively recently (Hárs 2013) but there has been no notable research on return migrant entrepreneurship in Hungary. This provides a specific focus for induction based research whereby generalisations may be derived for the entire CEE region.

Return migrant entrepreneurship is thus encapsulated in a resourced based view (RBV) approach (Barney 1991), whereby SMEs may utilise non-tangible resources consisting primarily of social and human capital. Individual social capital of return migrant entrepreneurs is examined here in terms of its acquisition abroad and business foundation upon return home. Moreover social capital is taken to be innately developed and is not transferable between individuals (Andrews 2010). Human capital by contrast consists of the accumulation of experience, knowledge and skills by individuals and may be transferred to effect organisational human capital re-configuration (Ucbasaran, Westhead and Wright 2008).

Thus development of social capital abroad by return migrant entrepreneurs may influence organisational human capital re-configuration to subsequently enhance SME internationalisation. In this regard, Svetličič et al. (2007) suggest CEE SMEs possess low knowledge of international markets and deficient ‘soft’ managerial skills. The region however tends to possess relatively high human capital stocks measured on the basis of educational qualifications (Földvári and van Leeuwen 2005). Existence of a technically-based system of vocational education (Jeong et al. 2008) is also currently reflected in development of a nascent IT-oriented sector (European Commission 2013). This illustrates potential for development of globally competitive firms which might be nurtured by return migrant entrepreneurship.

The essential problem addressed in this study exists in a somewhat technically oriented workforce in the CEE region lacking globally focused and managerially-oriented human capital. Furthermore, methods of developing social capital are also incompatible with the highly competitive nature of the global economy. This article therefore aims to examine the effect of pre-entrepreneurial experience on new businesses founded by return migrant entrepreneurs in Hungary to derive inferences for the CEE region. It proceeds by outlining the theoretical background by sequentially drawing upon contemporary research into return migrant entrepreneurship, social capital and entrepreneurship, organisational human capital re-configuration, and SME internationalisation, from which research questions are formed. There follows an explanation of the process-oriented qualitative based case study methodology. The subsequent analysis of data is used to derive comparison of common aspects and differences in terms of entrepreneurial approach and propositions for further quantitative research. These aspects are subsequently discussed to form a basis for further SME entrepreneurial policy development.
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2 Development of research basis

A review of extant literature of return migration, informal learning, human capital development, SME internationalisation in the CEE region, considered as a sequential chain of phenomena, revealed no substantive empirical attempts to discern links between them (Gittins and Fink 2015 forthcoming). In the context of rapidly accelerated IT-driven globalisation which has occurred simultaneously with economic transition of the region since the early 1990s, this chain is worthy of substantive empirical research if it is to contribute to academic and policy debate.

This section thus provides a research basis for initial qualitative investigation of these phenomena. It is organised by subsequent examination of theoretical and empirical evidence pertaining to each phenomena which are in turn more specifically contextualised to enable development of a research approach applied in Hungary.

2.1 Return migrant entrepreneurship

Persons who leave their own country to seek employment or to study for an extended period may eventually return home, primarily due to family or emotional ties (Dustmann and Weiss 2007). Migrants may nonetheless acquire social capital abroad through developing networks of contacts to attain alternate working perspectives as in the case of Indian IT workers in the United States (Prashantham and Dhanarjee 2010). By returning home, this aspect and the subsequent transfer of externally acquired human capital by individuals may be considered to present a ‘brain gain’ effect (Dustmann, Fadlon and Weiss 2001). As such, creation of new enterprises by return migrants may be initiated. Wahba and Zenou (2012) suggest that return migration positively influences entrepreneurship in Egypt, representing an initial attempt to discern an empirical link between these phenomena. However there have been no attempts to do so in a transitional CEE context.

Nevertheless, White and Ryan (2009) suggest adoption of entrepreneurial social capital development modes of Polish migrants in the UK is replicated upon return to Poland. Thus it is may be inferred that such replication may act as a mechanism for new venture creation by return migrant entrepreneurs. Such persons may thus be able to re-configure local organisational human capital to a stronger degree than non-return migrant entrepreneurs. Harms, Kraus and Schwarz (2009) suggest re-configuration of SME intangible assets may enhance organisational business performance largely on the basis of influence by individual entrepreneurs. In a return migration context, it might thus be assumed that social capital accumulation abroad may influence this process if return migrants decide to initiate new businesses upon return home.

2.2 Social capital and entrepreneurship

Broadly, social capital construction encompasses development of individual and collective business relationships on an informal networking basis (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). With human and financial capital, it is thus taken to act as a basis for new venture creation by return migrant entrepreneurs. Such persons may thus be able to re-configure local organisational human capital to a stronger degree than non-return migrant entrepreneurs. Harms, Kraus and Schwarz (2009) suggest re-configuration of SME intangible assets may enhance organisational business performance largely on the basis of influence by individual entrepreneurs. In a return migration context, it might thus be assumed that social capital accumulation abroad may influence this process if return migrants decide to initiate new businesses upon return home.

Presence of horizontal ties assume that social resource exchange takes place on a relatively egalitarian basis. Furthermore, strong horizontal ties infer a closer relationship, to form bonding social capital in a ‘start-up’ entrepreneurial context (Jenssen and Koenig 2002). Weak ties alternately may form bridging social capital thus inferring less close relationships. The relevance of bonding and bridging social capital for entrepreneurship depends on its intended use at given stages of the start-up process. Thus, strong bonding ties are particularly useful in the initial founding stages for tacit knowledge acquisition (Lowik et al. 2012; Kreiser et al. 2013). In contrast, weak ties become more important as a business matures (De Carolis and Saparito 2006; Martinez and Aldrich 2011). Thus, a combination of bonding and bridging social capital types is considered as beneficial for entrepreneurial ventures to form an aspect of research for this study.

Vertical, or linking, social capital is distinct from horizontal forms in that it is defined as ties between entrepreneurs and influential actors in a business environment (Lang and Novy 2014). Thus resources are not mobilised from market interaction but based on interpersonal network relationships. This suggests a degree of congruency with institutional embeddedness (Welter and Smallbone 2011) in that entrepreneurs in transitional CEE countries may need to build ties to actors in hierarchical positions to access critical resources. Furthermore, abundant linking social capital may result in local entrepreneurship being formed in a prism of weak bridging
based ties (Lowik et al. 2012). An overall lack of social capital in the CEE region (Paldam and Svendsen 2001) also infers strong existence of vertical linking relationships.

Manolova, Eunni and Gyoshev (2008) examined CEE entrepreneurship to suggest cognitive institutions exist whereby knowledge and skills may be used to start new businesses. It was deduced that regulatory institutions may have transformed sufficiently to support entrepreneurial development whereas cognitive institutions had not, inferring a lack of horizontal social capital usage. Hence it might be concluded that institutional environments are not overly favourable for start-up entrepreneurial development in innovative sectors in the CEE region.

Overall, it is assumed that return migrant entrepreneurship in the CEE region may combine use of both horizontal and vertical relationships in creating new businesses. Such entrepreneurs may thus be innately accustomed to linking social capital at home and have accumulated horizontal social capital abroad to precede organisational human capital re-configuration.

2.3 Human capital re-configuration

Ucbasaran, Westhead and Wright (2008) distinguished between general and specific human capital whereby the former category is more easily transferable. Thus entrepreneurs with extensive experience of working in different international situations may be able to construct organisational human capital in new ventures to a relatively higher level than entrepreneurs with limited international experience. In this regard, Shane and Venkataraman (2000) demonstrated prior international knowledge and experience of entrepreneurs to have a positive impact on venture success. Moreover, Ruzzier et al. (2007) concluded that international orientation of entrepreneurs predicted local human capital development. Wright et al. (2007), also suggest individual entrepreneurs may accumulate higher levels of general human capital through previous international experience.

Such experience applied to return migrant entrepreneurs may thus be appropriately seen in a prism of human capital transfer by individuals to new ventures founded by them in home countries. Furthermore there is a large body of literature to suggest this occurs in a IT-facilitated context, reflecting the increasingly IT-focused orientation of the global economy (Chandra et al. 2009; Chetty and Agndal 2007; Evers 2011; Evers and O’Gorman 2011; Prashantham and Dhanaraj 2010; Vasilchenko and Morrish 2011).

While research on employment decisions of return migrants in the CEE region remains scant, it is assumed that creation of new businesses by such individuals may be borne of a disinclination to become employed locally, having acquired alternate forms of experience, skills and knowledge as human capital from abroad. This may be a major factor leading to business start-up decisions upon return home. A subsequent re-configuration process of organisational human capital in their new businesses may thus encompass the strengthening of ‘soft’ managerial skills which would enhance international business performance. Moreover, return migrant entrepreneurs may possess a relatively stronger degree of international orientation in that they may be more inclined to focus on international operations in their businesses. For instance, Camisón and Villar-López (2010) suggest that internationally exploitable intangible assets may strengthen international performance.

It thus follows that individual human capital transferred from abroad by founding return migrant entrepreneurs may be utilised to re-configure organisational human capital in their enterprises. In a CEE context, this process may be effected to enhance development of relatively deficient managerial human capital. In relation to the European Union’s policy objective of enhanced SME internationalisation such development would be desirable. Furthermore, Harms et al. (2009) suggest that internationally exploitable intangible assets might be re-configured to enter international markets thus forming the focus of the subsequent section.

2.4 SME internationalisation

SME Internationalisation theory was initially based on the ‘stage’ or ‘Uppsula’ model (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977) whereby the concept of ‘psychic distance’ induces firms to begin international operations in countries which are geographically and culturally proximate. The encroachment of IT-driven globalisation since then has led to the development of ‘born global’ theory whereby firms may rapidly internationalise upon inception (Oviatt and McDougall 1994; Cesinger et al. 2012). Evers (2011) suggests born global internationalisation is more likely to occur in IT-based sectors due to the presence of global niche markets. Baum et al. (2011), extended this debate through a German based empirical study of ‘global start-ups’ to suggest such enterprises are more likely to emerge with a greater extent of previous international experience of founding entrepreneurs. This infers congruity with Lasagni’s (2012) work on innovative SMEs in that such start-ups might be predominantly viewed as IT-oriented.

International business opportunity identification decisions may be influenced by the strength of organisational human capital in terms of adapting to foreign business environments. Moreover Ruzzier et al. (2007) infers that
strong human capital development is a major factor in international opportunity identification. Ciszewska et al. (2010) further suggest that international knowledge as distinct from orientation may predict SME internationalisation. International knowledge may thus be taken to infer a lesser degree of international experience than extensive residence abroad.

Broadly, there appears to be no established paradigm for encompassing various forms of previous entrepreneurial international experience in relation to SME internationalisation. However, it can be reasonably assumed that previous sojourns abroad by entrepreneurs constitute a deeper form of experience than international knowledge or orientation derived from occasional external contact. Extensive previous international experience may also partially determine entrepreneurial attitudes to psychic distance in terms of internationalisation decisions.

Overall, return migrant entrepreneurs may be able to more effectively leverage international competitive capabilities through re-configuration of organisational human capital on the basis of pre-entrepreneurial experience abroad. There is strong theoretical evidence to suggest such experience may impact upon SME internationalisation in their home countries. However there have been no notable empirical attempts to examine this chain of phenomena in the CEE region or indeed elsewhere. Assuming an internationally focused outlook of start-up firms founded by return migrant entrepreneurs, it then follows that re-configured human capital may lead to enhanced internationalisation.

2.5. Research questions

The preceding narrative forms a basis for the following research questions to provide a frame of reference for the subsequent empirical enquiry process:

Research question 1 – To what extent might acquisition of social capital abroad by individual return migrants influence entrepreneurship in the CEE region?

Research question 2 – To what extent might transfer of human capital from abroad by individual return migrants influence entrepreneurship in the CEE region?

3 Methodology

Given that an emergent area of theory is being examined, a case study approach is applied as a mechanism for initial empirical investigation of phenomena in a real-life context (Yin 2009). Moreover, Eisenhardt (1989) suggests a case study approach is useful for new theory development as a means of gaining qualified knowledge in order to gain a greater understanding of previously unresearched phenomena. The research process followed here is therefore based on grounded theory principles (Glaser and Strauss 1967), whereby qualitative research takes place to enable inferential data to be compared from which research propositions may be derived for quantitative investigation. Coded categories have thus been formed to facilitate comparison of similarities and differences between cases in order to address the previous research questions.

The case method is also appropriate in that multiple cases are used as opposed to a single case to compare respondent perspectives in terms of longitudinal identification of similarities and differences which may influence subsequent findings (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2009). The methodology deployed also follows a narrative-based approach whereby researchers engage in conversations with interviewees so that text can be transcribed and subsequently coded into themes (McCormick 2004). This has an interpretive purpose in that narrative can be subsequently related to theory to derive inferences which both allow for reflection upon existing theory and insights as to how subsequent theory and practice may ensue. This is also consistent with principles of case triangulation (Yin 2009).

The experience of SME entrepreneurs who have lived and worked abroad is thus examined on a temporal basis in that their current entrepreneurial activities are seen as derived from previous time abroad. This assumes a ‘process-oriented’ approach in entrepreneurship research whereby the researcher retrospectively discerns the patterns of events over time (McMullen and Dimov 2013). Thus the pre-entrepreneurial period spent abroad is examined, followed by examination of the business start-up process in Hungary and subsequent entrepreneurial development. Given emphasis on social capital acquisition abroad, social network theory is also drawn upon to guide analysis of entrepreneurial processes (Slotte-Kock and Coviello 2009).

Hungary was selected as a geographical research unit primarily in that it is a medium-sized transitional economy (Laki 2011) to thus enable induction of wider generalisations to be applied to the CEE region as a whole. Furthermore, two members of the research team are based in Hungary, thus possessing intimate knowledge of
local networks whereby suitable respondents could be located. This task was executed by means of informal
enquiry whereby 10 return migrant entrepreneurs were identified on the basis of criteria listed below:-

- Experience of living or working abroad for at least 2 years to allow sufficient time needed for inculcation of
  skills and knowledge (Dustmann 2011).
- The entrepreneurs should have founded an IT-focused SME in Hungary in the previous 5 years thus allowing
  for a focus on relatively new companies.
- With a view to focusing on born global SMEs, at least 25 per cent of revenue should have been derived from
  international sales in the first year of operations. This criterion is based upon maxims set by Oviatt and
- The business presently run by the return migrant entrepreneur should be majority Hungarian-owned and
  legally based in Hungary.
- Businesses should employ at least 10 personnel with a view to exclusion of micro sized SMEs defined by the
  EU as being of less than 10 employees (European Commission 2013).

The entire group of potentially suitable interviewees was contacted. Due to limited availability, several declined to
participate and 3 members of the sample group finally agreed to be interviewed. Open ended questions were
derived from respective conclusions of analysis of phenomena in the preceding section. Semi-structured
interviews of between 1-1.5 hours duration took place in November 2013 and were conducted in English. The
narratives were audio-recorded and manually transcribed from which subsequent follow-up enquiries were made
by e-mail or Skype calls. The following narrative outlines descriptive data relating to each entrepreneur.

3.1 Entrepreneur profiles

All three firms currently run by the respective entrepreneurs had been established 7 years prior to interview and
are operating profitably according to official company data publicly available in Hungary². All respondents were
male and aged between 35-40. For identification purposes, the entrepreneurs are denoted A, B and C in the order
in which they were interviewed.

3.1.1 Entrepreneur A

Aged 35, he underwent schooling in the USA and the UK for one year before returning to Hungary to graduate
from high school. He initially studied law in Hungary before also doing so in France from 2000-02. In the last
year of his time there he worked for a major US consulting organisation as a junior strategic consultant while
continuing his studies. This position was acquired through a mutual Hungarian contact through which a selection
interview was arranged.

Without completing studies in France, he returned to Hungary in 2002 due to an opportunity to work as a business
developer for a mid-sized Hungarian biotechnology company. He held this position until 2006 and then worked as
the head of a technology transfer unit for a Hungarian university at the same time as establishing a venture capital
investment fund for IT start up firms in Hungary. From 2008-09 he was partly based in the USA and worked with
a venture capital fund aimed at assisting IT oriented start-up companies from the CEE region to establish US-
based operations. This was largely unsuccessful and from 2002-2011 he founded and ran a boutique consulting
company focusing on IT start-up companies in Hungary, specifically aimed at developing partnerships between
academia and industry.

He founded his present organisation in Hungary in 2007 but it did not commence formal operations until late
2009. This company specialises in providing specialist software products to the TV industry to monitor viewing
habits, and software to corporate clients to monitor online retail purchasing patterns. The company has between
35-40 employees and 20 per cent of sales revenue was derived from foreign sales in the first year of operations.
Nearly all revenue is derived from foreign sales with 40 per cent of sales emanating from Europe and a major
proportion from North America.

3.1.2 Entrepreneur B

Aged 36, he also attended high school in the USA for three years before returning to Hungary at the age of 15 to
complete schooling. He then studied business at university in Canada from 1996-2000 and also attended classes
in Mathematics and History. This period also included one semester spent in Germany. He did not work in

2 Közigazgatási és Igazságügyi Minisztérium (Hungarian Ministry of Economics and Justice) http://e-
beszamolo.kim.gov.hu
Canada, having accumulated sufficient funds at home to cover living expenses there. Upon returning to Hungary in 2000 he briefly worked as a management trainee for an auditing company before leaving to found an IT start up company with some friends. This specialised in online recruitment for the Hungarian market and was sold in 2005 and is still operational. He then worked as a venture capital investor in Hungary from 2006-08 and between 2008-10 established two other IT start up companies in Hungary. All these ventures were focused on the Hungarian market with no international presence.

In 2010 he founded his present organisation in Hungary which operates in the social media software sector. The company is largely involved in provision of data mining services for corporate clients and focuses on effectiveness of their social media advertising. There are 42 employees and 90 per cent of sales are internationally derived. Initially there were no foreign sales and these only occurred one year after foundation. International operations take place entirely within Europe.

3.1.3 Entrepreneur C

Aged 40, he was born in Hungary and attended an English language school in Libya at the age of 11. He then graduated from high school in the USA when aged 17 and briefly returned to Hungary before going back to the US to study business and management information services at university. He returned to Hungary in 1993 and then worked as a management trainee for a local TV company for two years where he was also responsible for international relations with licensers for importing foreign TV programmes. In 1995, he co-founded a product placement agency for TV advertising, which he ran until 1998. He then joined an internet service provider firm and created a division focusing on online advertising which was relatively new at the time. He acted as CEO with this company until 2002 after it was sold in 2000. He then founded an online creative agency which he ran until 2010.

His latest venture in Hungary was founded in 2010, in which he relinquished activity in mid-2013 to focus on work with another IT start-up. The 2010 enterprise considered in the interview is involved in educational software development in partnership with a major US based hardware provider which accesses clients on a global basis. Software products are based on image recognition for teaching and learning purposes with educational institutions as clients. This partnership accounts for the majority of revenue. All revenue has been derived from international sales from inception with no domestic sales in Hungary. The company employs approximately 20 staff.

3.2 Cross-case analysis

In accordance with grounded theory principles, inferences were derived from transcripts of the three cases and organised upon the basis of open coding methodology. This precedes the formulation of propositions and concluding evaluation of similarities and differences between the cases. In relation to the aim of the study, the first two categories primarily relate to pre-entrepreneurial experience whereas the latter categories relate to subsequent return migrant entrepreneurship. Furthermore categories are designed to address the research questions. Thus categories 2 and 4 encompass social capital outlined in research question 1, while categories 1 and 3 encompass human capital outlined in research question 2. The coded categories are presented in the following order:-

1. Return migration and human capital development abroad
2. Social capital and entrepreneurship
3. Human capital re-configuration
4. SME internationalisation and social capital use

3.2.1 Return migration and human capital development

It is notable that all three entrepreneurs spent part of their initial schooling abroad, indicating roots of international orientation acquired from childhood. Furthermore, this took place towards the end of the centrally planned era when it was generally difficult for citizens of Eastern bloc countries to travel abroad, with official preference given to those of higher-skilled professions (Roberts et al. 2005).

All three also seem to have made a conscious decision to undertake higher education abroad due to perceived rigid learning modes in Hungary. B was driven by an ‘attraction of English language programmes and a wider availability of courses than at home’ while A described the Hungarian higher education system as ‘over focused on rote learning and the acquisition of lexical knowledge’ as a motivating factor to study in France. C also suggested that he acquired new IT skills with the early development of the internet from studying in the US which ‘might have occurred at a slower rate than studying in Hungary’. Such views would accord with a perspective that Eastern European management education features early specialisation continuing into the workplace unlike somewhat more general and liberal approaches typical of US higher education (McNulty and Katkov 1992).
It is also interesting that the prime common motivation to move abroad was to study and not to work thus inferring an intention to eventually return home and work. Nevertheless work was undertaken abroad by A and C. A cited work as a ‘toughening process because as a foreigner in France, there is a need for persistence in the face of different working practices’. Furthermore he may have inculcated skills such as the ‘questioning of accepted ideas which is rarely the case in Hungary’. Such formative experience may also have induced externally acquired entrepreneurial tendencies by C who described his work experience in the US as ‘very influential for developing an entrepreneurial outlook’. B also experienced inculcation of an alternate skill set in ‘strong development of language skills and a sense of comfort with different business values and work ethics’.

Human capital formation abroad occurred in all cases subject to individual differences in terms of general and specific skills. For instance, B appears to have acquired a more general skill set than C who studied IT in the US, which suggests both general and specific human capital accumulation (Ucbasaran et al. 2008) on a ‘brain gain’ basis abroad (Dustmann et al. 2011). On balance however, acquisition of ‘soft’ managerial skills suggests a predominant extent of general human capital accumulation.

The findings also reinforce a perspective that extensive periods of living abroad may result in more effective accumulation of internationally oriented human capital, particularly in the form of lingual and social skills. Thus such accumulation may have occurred to a greater extent than for locally based entrepreneurs who may have international business operations but without extensive experience of residing abroad.

Taken in common, the decision to return home seems to have been partially made on the basis of the attraction of new business opportunities in the CEE region offered by transition and early growth of the internet in the 1990s and early 2000s. Upon return it is also notable that B and C in particular became dissatisfied with direct employment which infers motivation to found their own businesses. Furthermore exposure to more liberally oriented learning processes through studying business related subjects abroad may have commonly enhanced entrepreneurial development to a greater degree than had all three remained at home.

Furthermore, Csedő (2008), conducted a qualitative-based study of negotiating skills by Hungarian and Romanian workers in London and suggested that those with higher education levels were more likely to develop human capital than those without. Thus ongoing formal education abroad may have similarly contributed to individual human capital development of the three entrepreneurs which has been subsequently utilised in their enterprises in Hungary.

In a CEE transitional context, it is also interesting to note the common strong influence of direct exposure to alternate modes of human capital accumulation, which arguably may also be evident in entrepreneurs who have not previously resided in other countries. For example, use of IT-based technology may partially enable development of entrepreneurial capabilities (Reuber and Fischer 2011), without founding entrepreneurs necessarily having left the country. Nevertheless return migrant entrepreneurs may be at an advantage in terms of possession of globally compatible skills and knowledge in comparison with local compatriots without their form of international experience leading to the first proposition:-

Proposition 1 (P1) – Prolonged periods spent working or studying abroad by founding entrepreneurs result in the accumulation of experience, skills, knowledge crucial for entrepreneurship development not readily available in the CEE region.

3.2.2 Social capital and entrepreneurship

Of prime interest in this context is the relatively common strong extent to which alternate networking patterns have been acquired abroad which have subsequently acted as a major influence of the business start-up decision upon return home.

A common strong degree of horizontal bridging and bonding social capital ties were attained abroad and after return home to drive organisational human capital re-configuration in their Hungarian-based enterprises. However while entrepreneurship in Hungary may exhibit features of linking oriented vertical social capital there is some congruency with business cultures of the host countries of the three entrepreneurs. For instance, A suggested that French and Hungarian business approaches both ‘feature cynicism but French business culture is more effective to enable entrepreneurs to identify business opportunities and exploit them’.

This is consistent with a strong perception of hierarchy and rationalism in French management practices (Paucar-Caceres 2009) which may infer a degree of vertical linking social capital. A also cited the initial start-up decision in Hungary as being largely influenced by ‘cynicism’ developed in France ‘because without cynicism doubt would not exist’. This would infer a strong extent of vertical linking social capital common to Hungary and France.
However its complexion may differ in both countries due to the existence of differing socio-economic systems in the latter 20th century.

In all cases, the entrepreneurs established a business in Hungary within two years of return, thus suggesting a common intrinsic intention to do so. In this regard, B regarded his initial start-up decision as being influenced by ‘open challenging of business ideas which would not happen in universities at home.’ Furthermore B’s initial start-up experience came after he sought corporate graduate work but was not successful and considered moving abroad. He soon became dissatisfied with corporate employment and co-founded his first venture with two friends in Hungary. Thus social capital seems to have been utilised in a bonding context. This may have influenced the start-up decision as being ‘due to necessity’ and as borne of a ‘sense of ambition influenced by pragmatism not present in Hungary’. He also cites the accumulation of several acquaintances in Canada to indicate a degree of inculturation of bridging social capital. Thus his particular start-up process may have been influenced by a mixed degree of bonding and bridging social capital.

This experience seems to have been shared by C who was attracted by new IT-related business opportunities in the CEE region. He also worked for a larger employer briefly upon return to Hungary but perceived an opportunity to start a business partly on the basis of knowledge and contacts through his then employing organisation, again inferring a degree of bonding social capital utilisation. However he declined this opportunity and moreover exhibited an aversion to the presence of linking social capital circles in Hungary by suggesting a general tendency to ‘furtiveness and secrecy when discussing and forming business ideas in Hungary unlike the United States’.

This would reinforce the impression that exposure to horizontal social capital networks by C in the USA may have engendered development of relatively egalitarian cognitive processes. This seems to have been subsequently influential upon business start-up decisions in Hungary in all three cases in that a common degree of utilisation of horizontally bridging based contacts were acquired abroad. However upon return, there may have been less actual contact with these external networks. Development of less hierarchy-oriented cognitive processes abroad may have led to a somewhat common bonding based social capital formation approach. This has been commonly influential upon the start-up decisions of all three entrepreneurs.

Overall, all three entrepreneurs acquired horizontal bridging based contacts while abroad which have been subsequently utilised in development of international contacts once they established their businesses in Hungary. A common aspect upon return is that they have combined horizontal bonding capabilities acquired from abroad with utilisation of vertical linking social capital in starting up their businesses. Linking social capital may thus compensate for the overall lack of local horizontal social capital in the CEE region. Therefore return migrant entrepreneurs may possess unique advantages over domestically based counterparts without previous international experience in that they are familiar with both local and international entrepreneurial social capital formation processes, leading to the following proposition:-

**Proposition 2 (P2)** – Social capital acquired abroad by return migrants positively influences start-up entrepreneurship processes in the CEE region.

### 3.2.3 Human capital re-configuration

Having all run various ventures prior to their current enterprises, all three case subjects may reasonably be described as ‘serial entrepreneurs’. Their firms have no HR departments and learning occurs relatively informally. However there is a degree of organised structure in that A and B both hold periodic staff meetings for knowledge sharing. C in particular has trained several co-workers in technical as well as ‘softer’ skills in terms of how to view new IT developments in a business related context.

Entrepreneurial influence on organisational human capital re-configuration is exhibited in A’s present organisation where ‘slackness and tardiness is not tolerated unlike in other similar Hungarian based organisations’. For example, e-mails require a quick response. This is also broadly recognisable in B’s organisation where staff are implicitly expected to adhere to conventions such as punctuality. Furthermore B displays an aversion to a ‘Hungarian revolving door mentality where actions seem to be dictated by a lack of trust and pride in work’. The revolving door’ syndrome would infer a tendency to avoid responsibility perhaps borne of a deficiency of managerially oriented organisational human capital. Thus regular semi-formal learning sessions may be tacitly aimed at dispelling this trait and represent human capital re-configuration as such.

All three entrepreneurs focus on recruitment of relatively young employees and they agree that in spite of a Hungarian reputation for producing highly technically skilled graduates, employment is not necessarily
conditional on possession of a higher qualification. A and C both partially recruit by word of mouth and in some cases university ‘drop-out’ students are employed in that they may find academia restrictive in terms of applying technical skills directly to business situations. However, local universities are seen by all three entrepreneurs as suitable recruitment sources but they tend to agree that students are generally not equipped with suitable ‘soft skills’ for a highly competitive IT-oriented working environment. A suggested in this regard that it is difficult to ‘create managers from scientists because local universities are contra-selective and mediocre managers are produced from higher education’. However he suggested a prime reason for possessing a Hungarian base is the local abundance of talented engineers.

This reinforces a sense that the CEE region is abundant in terms of technical skills and innovation, yet lacking in managerial skills (Jeong et al. 2008). C suggested this aspect is problematic for start-up firms which are somewhat technically ‘top-heavy’ in relation to marketing capabilities. However he does not regard Hungarians as conforming to a ‘lazy’ stereotype as perhaps portrayed in the ‘revolving door’ syndrome in that they have ‘high endurance levels due to the effect of tough working circumstances before transition’. This would reinforce a feeling of a tendency towards ‘cynicism’ which may engender survival instincts perhaps still present long after the change of economic system. B also agreed that cynicism engenders a degree of toughness which may be useful in globally competitive IT-related sectors. However it may expose a lack of awareness of globally accepted managerial norms.

Broadly, it would appear there is strong overall usage of informal HR practices which is not untypical of SMEs in general (Sels et al. 2006; Storey et al. 2010). However it appears that organisational human capital has been re-configured by the entrepreneurs on the basis of their individual human capital accumulation while abroad. Thus they may have a competitive advantage in international markets over founding entrepreneurs lacking such previous international experience.

With regard to organisational human capital, there is common agreement that current CEE educational approaches to managerial education still reflect existent pre-transition norms (McNulty and Katkov 1992). The entrepreneurs embody informal learning processes through utilisation of individual human capital from abroad to compensate for a previous lack of suitable managerial knowledge of their employees. This leads to the following proposition:

**Proposition 3 (P3) –** International human capital transfer of return migrant entrepreneurs leads to re-configured organisational human capital.

### 3.2.4 SME internationalisation and social capital use

In relation to the born global context of their current enterprises, internationalisation is primarily considered in terms of how international business opportunities were identified by the entrepreneurs. A suggests this occurred through a chance encounter in the form of ‘agreeing a major contract with a loose Italian based corporate client’. This infers use of serendipity, or chance encounters, in terms of international SME opportunity identification (Chandra et al. 2009; Evers and O’Gorman 2011). Entrepreneur A also suggested that serendipity was prominent in the first two years whereas now a more structured approach is applied. Furthermore, the enterprises currently run by both A and C appear to conform to global start-up status outlined by Baum et al. (2011) in that development of an initial domestic market presence was not considered.

Internationalisation appears to have taken place in one major step for B, whereby a contract was agreed with one corporate client to serve several neighbouring CEE transitional countries. B suggested internationalisation took place on a relatively structured basis and it is notable that this move focused on neighbouring countries. Moreover, prior to launching his current enterprise, B was largely focused on the domestic Hungarian market unlike A and C after return from abroad. This would suggest perhaps a relatively longer pre-internationalisation incubation period took place in B’s case which could be due to his success in founding and running a local business and thereby mitigating against a need to internationalise.

Both A and C maintain that networking at trade events abroad is a prime means of forming contacts, inferring bridging social capital utilisation. C suggests this is effective for developing business but it might not be entirely based on serendipity in that he is selective as to which events to attend. B also cited a ‘recommendation based approach for accessing contacts’ which would infer a strong extent of bonding social capital utilisation. He deploys formality when meeting potential clients and also suggests that Hungarian entrepreneurs would benefit by relinquishing the ‘revolving door’ attitude when abroad, whereby he perceives focus on attaining an agreement relatively quickly without necessarily discussing marketing details in depth.

Entrepreneur C appears to corroborate this in that he believes attendance at trade events in the US has led to further useful contacts through recommendations as ‘this is a feature of ‘openness’ of American business culture
unlike in the CEE region’ where he suggests IT-based SMEs tend to focus internationalisation efforts. Entrepreneur A focuses on countries with relatively homogenous market characteristics where he attempts to identify potential partners through trade events. For example, he travelled alone to a trade event in Poland from which business developed, again exhibiting bridging social capital utilisation.

While all three enterprises display evidence of ‘born global’ status, the extent to which previous international experience may influence the internationalisation decision seems to be somewhat divergent. Eight years elapsed before B launched his first internationally oriented business. In both other cases, pre-internationalisation incubation periods seem to have been somewhat shorter after return from abroad. Nevertheless, the inception period between business launch of current enterprises and internationalisation seems to have been relatively short in all cases. This would accord with the view of Wright et al. (2007) that this feature tends to apply to IT-focused born global SMEs. Furthermore they all maintain the intention to internationalise was due to the relatively small size of the domestic Hungarian market in relation to the global marketing ambit of their IT oriented products.

In all cases international business tends to be conducted in Europe and North America, which suggests a strong extent of comfort with Western business practices. This may be contrasted to the ‘revolving door’ trait in the CEE region which B believes may come across as aggressive to potential foreign partners. A tends to reinforce this by suggesting that ‘Hungarians need to check in their egos at the airport when they leave the country’. He believes there is a Hungarian tendency to see technical prowess as sufficiently convincing for potential partners in other countries. This is broadly reinforced by C who suggests that the ‘balance between technical and managerial skills is insufficiently developed’ for successful penetration of international markets by local IT-based SMEs.

In overall terms, a partial structured approach to international opportunity identification is evident to accord with the view of Chandra et al. (2009) view that entrepreneurs with greater international knowledge tend to be more systematic in terms of approach than those with little experience who tend to grasp opportunities with limited prior information. Thus it can be asserted that previous residence abroad has been beneficial to the entrepreneurs studied in this paper but this would require further empirical research in terms of comparison with those without such experience.

In all cases it would seem that crucial international breakthrough points were achieved by utilisation of bonding social capital ties although a degree of serendipity is evident in the form of relatively weaker bridging based ties which are continuously developed. This leads to evaluation of the following proposition:-

Proposition 4 (P4) – Internationally oriented horizontal social capital positively influences the identification and pursuit of international market opportunities for CEE based entrepreneurs.

3.3 Summary of cross-case analysis

The following table represents an evaluation of prime similarities and differences between the cases on the basis of the preceding analysis. Columns relate to coded categories identified in the preceding analysis. Themes are furthermore organised into pre-entrepreneurial and entrepreneurial temporal phases to reflect the aim of the study.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Similarities and differences between cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Themes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-entrepreneurial Migrant Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Capital acquired abroad (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Similarities</strong></td>
<td>- Affinity for international cultural settings developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Western (general) university education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Business related subjects studied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Exposure to market oriented business culture enhanced entrepreneurial development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Differences</strong></td>
<td>- Has extensive international bridging based contacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Foreign work experience acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Internalisation of the norm of 'questioning accepted ideas'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur A</td>
<td>- Acquisition of western oriented work ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Strong development of English language skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Developed a strong affinity with North American business values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Start-up decision for first enterprise based on bonding social capital utilised upon return to Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Initial chance encounter based on bridging social capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entrepreneur B</strong></td>
<td>- Developed strong sense of pragmatism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Acquired new IT skills related to development of the internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Foreign work experience acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Developed entrepreneurial outlook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the empirical evidence presented above, the research questions are addressed as follows:-

Research question 1 – To what extent might acquisition of social capital abroad by individual return migrants influence entrepreneurship in the CEE region?

Evidence suggests that all three entrepreneurs were exposed to horizontal social capital formation abroad to strongly influence the start-up process in the CEE region as indicated in proposition 2. The three cases do not however reveal any clear patterns regarding combination of bonding and bridging social capital. For example, C started his business in Hungary on the basis of strong existing client relationships whereas B used a mixture of bonding and bridging social capital to start his business. It thus appears that a combination of vertical and horizontal social capital formation has been attained, perhaps with a relatively greater extent of horizontal social capital which has positively effected their respective enterprises. However, only entrepreneur A exhibits signs of inculcation of vertical social capital from experience abroad. The other entrepreneurs possess innate vertical social capital primarily because of their Hungarian roots.

In relation to proposition 4, all three entrepreneurs have developed internationalised SMEs, to infer previous international experience is related to successful internationalisation. All three of their current enterprises assume born global status to strongly suggest previous international experience of entrepreneurs is a prime driver for such status as postulated by Schulz et al. (2009). Evidence also suggests horizontal social capital acquired abroad by return migrant entrepreneurs positively influences the identification of international market opportunities. A prominent social capital utilisation mode was identified in initial serendipitious chance encounters based on a partial structured approach to opportunity identification. The actual form of social capital utilisation may invariably depend on individual cognitive processes. Nevertheless all three entrepreneurs have trained their staff to obtain a more global outlook to enter international markets with greater confidence.

Research question 2 – To what extent might transfer of human capital from abroad by individual return migrants influence entrepreneurship in the CEE region?

On the basis of evidence outlined in Table 1, all three entrepreneurs became acquainted with international business orientation typical of Western Europe and North America. They thus acquired ‘softer’ communication skills and general business skills, not so readily available in Hungary and the wider CEE region. The case analysis suggests that all the entrepreneurs were primarily exposed to pragmatic and result-oriented learning practices abroad. This accords with the pattern of individual human capital accumulation abroad encapsulated in proposition 1.

Furthermore, organisational human capital in their current enterprises in Hungary has been reconfigured as embodied in proposition 3. This is supported by case evidence in that all three entrepreneurs have implemented semi-formal learning processes such as periodic staff meetings in their organisations. The entrepreneurs also tend to avoid formal recruitment processes and emphasise the development of ‘softer’ skills. This aspect represents the essence of organisational human capital re-configuration in that soft skill deficiencies are addressed in terms of pursuing international market opportunities. In managerial terms, they all tend to be directive but their re-configurative approaches differ in that both B and C tend to lead by example whereas A is somewhat more directive.

While this may again be also partly due to individual personality differences, in overall terms organisational human capital re-configuration as outlined in this study has focused on development of globally compatible market oriented skills of employees. This would further corroborate a picture of deficiency of such skills in the CEE region, thus potentially leading to a basis for extensive quantitative research and further policy development as outlined forthwith.

4 Conclusion

This study aimed to analyse the effect of pre-entrepreneurial experience on return migrant entrepreneurship in the CEE region by drawing upon the concepts of social capital and human capital. From addressing the research questions, it appears that previously acquired skills and international experience and social capital positively influence the way human capital is re-configured in CEE based SMEs and how it induces internationalisation. The case entrepreneurs have an advantage in terms of possession of globally compatible skills and knowledge in comparison with local compatriots without their form of international experience. Case evidence suggests all three entrepreneurs were exposed to horizontal social capital abroad and thus developed relatively egalitarian learning processes in their organisations to more confidently enter international markets.
This study may also be used to advance knowledge in the field of return migration and entrepreneurship in that so far relatively little empirical work has been done to link both concepts. This is perhaps the first such attempt to approach this issue in a CEE transitional context. Evidence presented here also suggests policy directed at SME entrepreneurs may focus on those of return migrant status in that they are perhaps more likely to have absorbed externally acquired human and social capital to a greater degree than locally based entrepreneurs as well as being innately acquainted with their own cultural norms. Focus on the return migrant entrepreneur segment may serve as a template for wider entrepreneurial policy in the context of enhancing development of a more relatively internationally competitive business environment in the CEE region.

Given the European Union is interested in enhancing SME internationalisation to foster greater overall competitiveness (European Commission 2013), policy focus on return migrant entrepreneurs in innovative sectors may serve to be of benefit in this regard. A picture of a lack of appropriateness of managerial education in the CEE region in relation to modern economic realities is supported in this study. This would infer a need for more ‘experience-based’ learning processes with greater emphasis on acquisition of external ‘soft’ skills and knowledge in innovative sectors. Given increasingly general adaption of IT-based technology to drive production processes in SMEs, (Bell and Loane 2010; Filippini et al. 2012) policy focus on return migrant entrepreneurs may serve as model for wider application to the European SME sector as a whole.

Neck and Greene (2011) use a US-based positional paper to argue that teaching of entrepreneurship might be approached on a more relatively method oriented basis rather than a process oriented basis. This infers advocating a greater focus on practice-focused learning methods which might be enhanced by utilisation of social capital in international settings to develop a more global entrepreneurial outlook. Duval-Couetil (2013) further suggests that entrepreneurial education at university level would need to focus more on learning outcomes which infers greater use of practice focused methods. In the context of this study that may conceivably encompass work practice experience abroad. The European Union already runs the Erasmus student exchange programme between higher education institutions in member countries (European Commission 2014). This may serve as a useful template for development of international entrepreneurial exchange programmes within the union.

With regard to limitations, this study was applied to a relatively small number of entrepreneurs and would have arguably been enhanced with a greater sample size. However limited time and resources of researchers tended to mitigate against this. Difficulty was also experienced in that insufficient publicly available data exists in relation to whether entrepreneurs may have previously worked or studied abroad. Thus interviewee identification was to a large extent determined through networks of informal contacts.

Gender is of further issue in that all the respondents were male and potentially suitable respondents who did not meet the criteria of previous extensive work or study periods abroad were discounted. The issue of definition of previous international experience has been discussed but future research would need to account for it by perhaps selecting respondents on the basis of other forms of international experience. Future research may account for this aspect by perhaps comparing different forms of international entrepreneurial experience in other CEE countries in terms of predicting SME internationalisation, ranging from extensive previous residence abroad, to occasional contact through attendance at trade events, through to little or no international contact.

In contextual terms, this study is further limited due it being conducted in a single country with its own specific cultural and economic features. Although Hungary is reasonably categorised as a transition country, there are marked differences in national business environments within the CEE region. Thus general applicability of findings is limited due to the local environmental context and this factor would need to be considered by future research taking place on a comparative basis between CEE countries. Furthermore, research in a CEE context may not easily be generalised in other socio-economic contexts elsewhere in Europe and beyond due to diverse socio-economic environmental aspects.

However an element of generalisability may be discerned in that this research took place in a relatively small sized ‘emerging market’ country. Thus similarities may be drawn with other such countries within and outside Europe characterised by transitional status. Arguably this is not a feature specific to transition countries in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, but it may apply to countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America which have increasingly relinquished many aspects of state-driven economic planning (Ming-Jer and Miller 2010). The concept of ‘brain gain’ outlined by Dustmann et al. (2011) is pertinent in this regard in that future research into return migrant entrepreneurship may perhaps encompass human capital re-configuration in relation to highly competitive and innovative economic sectors. Moreover, the extent to which social capital formation may influence human capital re-configuration in SMEs remains relatively under-researched.
Ultimately, extensive absorption of horizontally oriented international social capital formation capabilities by entrepreneurs may positively affect re-configuration of local human capital in the CEE region. Thus further quantitative-based empirical research on a multi-country basis is necessary in order to further explore the validity of the outcomes as a basis for further SME internationalisation policy development focused on the CEE region.
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